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Simulating Current-Voltage Relationships for a Simple Ion Channel with
All-Atom Resolution using the Weighted Ensemble Method
Joshua L. Adelman, Michael Grabe.
Department of Biological Sciences, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh,
PA, USA.
The use of brute-force, fully atomistic simulation to recreate ion channel
current-voltage curves remains computationally challenging. To overcome
this shortcoming, we developed a rare-event sampling approach that applies
the Weighted Ensemble (WE) method to study single file ion movement
through individual ion channels. Our method makes it possible to calculate
the current through the channel induced by the application of an external elec-
tric field. Additionally, WE produces a representative sample of continuous tra-
jectories in the transition ensemble, allowing for the analysis of the permeation
mechanism in full atomistic detail. We demonstrate the applicability of this
method to a model cation-selective biological membrane channel embedded
in a bath of SPC/E water at different ionic concentrations and applied voltages.
Comparison to long brute-force dynamics shows that the method rigorously
reproduces the correct voltage-current relationship. This work sets the founda-
tion for application of this methodology to more complex, biological channels
as well as other non-equilibrium transport phenomena.
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Principal component analysis (PCA) provides a method for analyzing the
characteristic large scale motions of a protein. Here, PCA was applied to
ensembles of configurations taken from umbrella sampling simulations per-
formed on the ligand binding domains of a variety of ionotropic glutamate
receptors (iGluRs). iGluRs are key mediators of neuronal communication.
Two iGluR families are AMPA and NMDA receptors. AMPARs require
only glutamate for activation, while NMDARs are obligate heterotetramers
that require both glycine and glutamate. We analyzed GluA2, a glutamate
binding AMPA domain, GluN2A, a glutamate binding NMDA domain,
GluN1 and GluN3A, glycine binding NMDA domains, and a bacterial iGluR
homologue, GluR0. The goal of the study was to determine the impact that
binding has on the principal components of the LBDs by comparing the apo
and holo forms. We found that the LBDs have four common modes that
can be described as "hinge bending", "rocking", "twisting", and "sweeping",
with hinge bending being the dominant mode in all LBDs in both the apo
and holo forms. The other modes, however, vary in their contributions to total
motion for the different iGluR families. This variation could have functional
impact in these receptors.
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Quantitative Characterization of Membrane Protein-Lipid Interactions
Soohyung Park, Wonpil Im.
Bioinformatics, University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS, USA.
Protein-lipid interactions are important for membrane protein (MP) structure,
function, and organization. Qualitatively, bilayer regulation of MP function
or sorting has been under stood in terms of the "hydrophobic match" between
MP and the lipid bilayer. However, due to difficulties in quantitative character-
ization of protein-lipid interactions (even in computational studies), it is diffi-
cult to understand, even on a case-by-case basis, how much and why protein
stability differs from bilayer to bilayer, and howmuch protein-lipid interactions
and a bilayer deformation penalty (caused by inclusion of the protein)
contribute to such stability difference. As a first step of quantitative character-
ization, we calculated the transfer free energy of gramicidin A (gA) in binary
lipid systems. To obtain insight into the impact of bilayer thickness and curva-
ture on gA-lipid interactions, we have chosen two types of binary lipid systems:
(1) DLPC DMPC and (2) DLPC DLPE. In order to improve sampling and
accuracy of the potential of mean force (PMF), we employed window exchange
umbrella sampling molecular dynamics (WEUSMD) technique with an optimal
parameter set. We will discuss the preference of gA (channel) dimer to be in
DLPC compared to DMPC and DLPE bilayers. For consistency check, transfer
free energy calculation is required for the binary lipid system: DMPC /
DLPE. Agreement will validate that the separately calculated transfer free
energy profiles can be combined to characterize the changes of the gA-lipid
interactions in any two chosen bilayer types. This will allow us to quantitatively
map the equilibrium states of gA in bilayers with different properties and toquantitatively elucidate the consequences by the free energy decomposition
method.
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Effect of Serotonin on Membranes Properties Studied by Molecular
Dynamics Simulations
Hubert Santuz, Slim Azouzi, Pascal Amireault, catherine Etchebest.
UMR-S665, Inserm-University Paris Diderot, PARIS, France.
Extending the life of transfused red blood cells (RBC) has major implications in
the treatment of several diseases (anemia, sickle cell disease) that require
repeated transfusions. Recently, it has been demonstrated that serotonin (5-hy-
droxytryptamine), a monoamine neurotransmitter implicated in the central ner-
vous system, has a protective role on red blood cells and is crucial to ensure
normal erythropoiesis and red blood cells survival in mice. Without serotonin,
the half-life of RBC is reduced both in vivo and in vitro. Among the mecha-
nisms responsible for this effect, oxidation cascade plays a significant role.
Serotonin could act as an antioxidant agent to prevent destabilization of the
membrane and lipid peroxidation. Different hypotheses are advanced to inves-
tigate its protecting effect: How does serotonin prevent destabilization of mem-
branes? What are the mechanisms in which serotonin interplays with lipid
peroxidation?
We present results related to the first question, i.e. how does serotonin interact
with membranes. We performed molecular dynamics simulations with a pro-
tonated serotonin molecule initially placed in the solvent compartment of a
fully hydrated bilayer of POPC. We observed that serotonin rapidly locates
at the membrane interface. The key interaction is a salt bridge between the
amine group of serotonin and the phosphate group of lipids with the aromatic
group of serotonin pointing inward the bilayer. Simulations with several sero-
tonins show no aggregation of the latter at the interface. Examination of
different membrane properties shows a slight increase of the order parameter
for the unsaturated chain. Analogs of serotonin molecules, which have
increased or decreased protective effects compared to serotonin, are currently
underway in similar conditions.
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Analysis of Membrane Translocation Simulations using Dimensionality
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Begum Alaybeyoglu, Elif Ozkirimli.
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In understanding biological processes and biosystems, molecular motion at the
atomic level plays a critical role. Computational studies on molecular motion
are commonly based on simulations of molecular models, which give a huge
number of conformations in the form of Cartesian coordinates for each of the
atoms as output (Plaku, Stamati, Clementi, & Kavraki, 2007; Stamati, Clem-
enti, & Kavraki, 2010). In order to quantitatively characterize a computer
simulation and extract the important information of the motion of the system,
a low-dimensional embedding such that the properties of the underlying
manifold is preserved should be defined. Mathematically, finding a set of
coordinates in which very few of them show significant variation and the
others may said to be inconsiderable is called dimensionality reduction
problem. The commonly used dimensionality reduction techniques, principal
component analysis (PCA) and multidimensional scaling (MDS) are simple
and easy to apply, affordable in the means of computing time and resource
and efficiently determine the true structure of data in the high-dimensional
input space (Tenenbaum, de Silva, & Langford, 2000). In an effort to charac-
terize the translocation of the 18-residue long cell-penetrating peptide pVEC
(LLIILRRRIRKQAHAHSK) through a lipid bilayer, we performed steered
molecular dynamic (SMD) simulations, in which force is applied on the peptide
to move it from one side of the membrane to the other. We examined the
simulation trajectories using linear and nonlinear dimensionality reduction
techniques to obtain a description of the underlying energy landscape for the
nonlinear process of membrane uptake.
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Cross-presentation (CP) is a multistage process during which antigen-
presenting cells, particularly dendritic cells (DCs) take up, process and present
extracellular antigens with MHC class I molecules to CD8 T cells. CP is
806a Wednesday, February 19, 2014crucially important for antitumor immunity. In cancer, DCs accumulate lipids
and form lipid droplets (LD) - dynamic organelles composed of hydrophobic
core of neutral lipids covered by monolayer of phospholipids. This is associated
with the suppression of CP function of DCs. We detected and identified several
molecular species of oxidized neutral lipids, particularly tri-acylglycerols
(oxTAGs), cholesterol esters (oxCH) and free fatty acids (oxFFAs) lipids)
accumulating in LDs of DCs in tumor bearing hosts. We further established
that these oxidized neutral lipids are causatively linked to the suppression of
CP. To get further insights into mechanisms of this effect we performed compu-
tational modeling using two different methods. The coarse-grained molecular
dynamics simulations (CGMD) demonstrated that oxTAGs with polar oxygen-
ated groups in their acyl chains redistributed from the hydrophobic core to
the polar surface areas of LDs. Molecular docking analysis of interactions of
ovalbumin (OVA) as an antigen with neutral lipids revealed separate high
affinity binding sites for TAG and oxTAG. The binding energy for oxTAG
was ~35% higher than for non-oxidized TAGs suggesting a strong binding of
the antigen with oxidized lipids on the surface of LDs. These results are
compatible with our hypothesis that oxidized neutral lipids of LDs are involved
in the suppression of antigen CP in cancer. This work was supported by NIH
grants R01CA165065.
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Ion Channel Systems
Benzhuo Lu.
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Computing, Beijing, China.
As it is hard to apply all-atomic model to simulate the whole process of ion
permeation in ion channel, we use continuum electrodiffusion description for
ion flow in the channel system. Electrodiffusion process exists in many appar-
ently different physical objects such as electrolyte cell, nanofluidic device,
charged porous media, and ion channel in biology. Real 3D ion channel is
particularly difficult to simulate due to the multiscale nature of the transport
process, the complex geometry/boundary of the channel protein system, and
the singular charge distribution inside the channel protein(s). For this reason,
there are so far only a very few softwares publicly available in this important
area of biology. We will show our recent relevant works and plan to build up
such a platform. In the first part, we’ll talk about the continuum models and
numerical works. They include the Poisson-Boltzmann equation, the Poisson-
Nernst-Planck equations and their improved forms, and some efficient algo-
rithms we developed for the solution of these equations. In the second part,
we will describe the molecular meshing problem which is essential for finite/
boundary element modelings. We recently developed a novel and robust
mesh generation tool TMSmesh that can handle complex and arbitrarily large
biomolecular system. In the third part, I will give a brief introduction to an un-
dergoing project of designing a visualization system, VCMM, to facilitate re-
searches in this area. Finally, we will show applications using our parallel
finite element solver to compute properties such as current-voltage characteris-
tics (curves) and conductance to a few channel systems. The results agree well
with those obtained with Brownian Dynamics simulations and experiments.
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DNA is widely used as a stabilizing matrix in the synthesis of fluorescent silver
nanoclusters (AgNCs) possessing good biocompatibility and high brightness.
We studied a group of threadlike shaped clusters up to 8 atoms having an
elongated shape, so that each atom is connected with only one or two neighbors.
Such the choice have been proved by recent calculations of electronic excita-
tion spectra of threadlike shaped silver clusters showing intense the lowest
transition, energy of which depends strongly on the chain bend [1]. These
properties are in a good agreement with a special feature of the experimental
luminescence excitation spectra of Ag clusters stabilized by polymer matrix.
The formation of elongated forms of clusters necessarily involves several bind-
ing sites regularly arranged on DNA. Following this approach we calculate
geometry and electronic excitation spectra of threadlike silver clusters bound
to the minor groove of polyC oligomer containing an ordered arrangement of
the carbonyl oxygens as binding sites using density functional theory method.
We also performed MD calculations for polyC oligomer in water-ionic solu-
tion. Conformational dynamics of DNA backbone causes the different equilib-
rium states of the clusters chain bend, which provides a large variety of emitting
species.1. Ruslan R. Ramazanov, Alexei I. Kononov. Excitation Spectra Argue for
Threadlike Shape of DNA-Stabilized Silver Fluorescent Clusters. J. Phys.
Chem. C, 2013, 117 (36), pp 18681-18687.
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We develop a new powerful method to reproduce in silico single-molecule
manipulation. We demonstrate that flexible polymers like DNA or chromatin
fibres can be simulated using game engines thanks to an original implementa-
tion of Langevin dynamics in the open source library called Open Dynamics
Engine. We moreover implement a
global thermostat which accelerates
the simulation sampling by two orders
of magnitude. We retrieve force-
extension as well as rotation-extension
diagrams of reference experimental
studies. Finally, we extend the model
to simulations of chromatin loops teth-
ered to the nuclear membrane.4068-Pos Board B796
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Simulations of photophysical processes in biological systems are essential for
understanding the role of molecular environment regarding the utilization of
the light energy. However, such simulations are challenging in part due to
the associated high computational costs, especially with the often adopted
ab initio calculations of excited state potential energy information. Here, an
application of a scheme for interpolating diabatic Hamiltonian matrix will be
presented. We will show that this method is applicable for a sizeable molecular
system (with 21 atoms) with a capability of describing the conical intersection
properly and with an extensibility to condensed phase situations, by testing it
with a model analytic potential energy surface of the green fluorescent protein
chromophore. A procedure for using high-level quantum chemical calculations
in the interpolation of diabatic Hamiltonian will also be presented together with
the results of trajectory hopping simulations. Finally, we will discuss how
this approach can be applied to computational studies of other photobiological
systems.
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Quantum mechanics often participates importantly in the dynamics of biolog-
ical systems. Understanding such an aspect becomes crucial when investi-
gating nonadiabatic events within biological molecular complexes. Indeed,
nonadiabaticity is an essential element in many fundamental processes such
as electron and energy transfers. However, due to the immense size of any
biological system, purely quantum mechanical descriptions are simply intrac-
table. For this reason, mixed quantum-classical approaches, where an impor-
tant part of the system is handled quantum mechanically and its remainder is
treated through relatively simple classical mechanics, have become widely
applied. Poisson bracket mapping equation (PBME), as an example of the
mixed quantum-classical approach, is an attractive scheme with its applica-
bility even to very large systems. Here, we show that PBME can be effi-
ciently applied to studying photosynthetic energy transfer processes and to
elucidating the detailed role of the surrounding protein. We will also discuss
its limitations in comparison with the results of a more rigorous approach.
We will also propose a simple scheme to improve the long-time behavior of
PBME in terms of correct population distributions. Future prospects will
also be discussed.
